
2nd Quarter, 2021 Public Affairs Programming

KYVA FM- SUNDAYS,  'IMPACT' AIRS 8:00AM; 'ISSUES TODAY' AIRS 8:30AM     

KXXI FM-SUNDAYS,    'IMPACT' AIRS 6:30AM; 'ISSUES TODAY' AIRS 6:00AM    

KYVA AM-SUNDAYS,   'IMPACT' AIRS 8:00AM; 'ISSUES TODAY' AIRS 8:30AM

KYAT FM-SUNDAYS,   'IMPACT' AIRS 6:00AM; 'ISSUES TODAY' AIRS 9:00AM

  During the 2nd quarter of 2021, Millennium Media stations presented public affairs programs addressing 
the critical needs and problems of this area.  Continued public affairs programming was devoted to 
COVID-19 for updates, especially with the rollout of the Covid Vaccine.  We continued coverage of the 
progress of the virus and the state of the curve, public health information, emergency hotlines, social 
distancing, precautions and directives, updated information on store openings, responsible steps to take 
when conducting essential chores, dealing with mass gatherings, wearing masks, federal stimulus 
funding, small business funding, amongst other pertinent topics regarding COVID-19.  Our Public Affairs 
Features on KYVA AM, KYVA FM, KYAT FM and on KXXI FM, were addressed on two public affairs 
programs.  One is a half hour show hosted by Bob Gourley and is called "Issues Today" broadcast every 
Sunday morning on stations KYVA AM, KYVA FM, KYAT FM and KXXI FM.  The other is a locally 
produced program called "Impact", covering a wide variety of issues and matters of interest to people of 
this area, hosted by Sammy C. Chioda, President of Millennium Media, and on occasion by Barbara 
Stanley, Host of "Gallup Today" on Comcast Television Local Access.  Millennium Media continued to 
maintain full staff presence in the office daily, to disseminate information regarding COVID-19 to 
incoming callers, while gathering information and channeling it to the four radio stations and company 
social media sources.

    On KYVA AM, we have two additional programs we are airing.  At 7am on Sundays, we air "Inside 
New Mexico" with Steve Pearce, Derek Lloyd and guests, a conservative viewpoint covering topical 
issues and policies pertaining to New Mexico, which affect our citizens, providing listeners with a better 
understanding of the topics by breaking down the issues and policies in layman's terms.  At 7:30am on 
Sundays, we air Tipping Point New Mexico with Paul Gessing, President of the Rio Grande Foundation, a 
research institute dedicated to increasing liberty and prosperity for all of New Mexico's citizens,...Wally 
Drangmeister and guests, addressing public policy issues facing New Mexico.   

    On Navajo language station KYAT, there are a variety of public affairs programs that address issues of 
significance, and often of unique importance, to Navajos and the Navajo Nation.  One such program is 
locally produced and hosted by Roy Keeto between once and three times a week on KYAT.  He 
interviews public figures mostly in the Navajo language.  The variety of public affairs programs on 
KYAT include national news, and local news produced daily by the Navajo Times newspaper and aired 
three times daily.  Weather is of considerable importance to the people of this area as commute distances 
are much longer than in most parts of the United States, and road conditions are important to know about.  
Local sports and especially rodeos are of high interest amongst Navajo People, and are featured in news 
and special reports daily on KYAT.   In addition, KYAT broadcasts information of special importance to 
its listeners such as Traditional announcements, Chapter House Meetings, funeral announcements, revival 



announcements, matters of importance to school children and their parents, and also information on 
Navajo Social Song & Dance events and Pow Wow and Gourd Dance announcements.      

     A summary of each Issues Today program aired is attached hereto, and includes the name of the guest, 
the date aired and length of the show, the issues covered, and a brief description of the subject matter 
discussed.  Summaries of each of Impact and Mr. Keeto's interviews (KYAT FM ) are also attached.

     The subjects generally discussed with newsmakers include health issues with spokespersons from 
Rehoboth McKinley Christian Hospital; education and youth issues with the Gallup-McKinley County 
School Board, Superindendent and School Principals, as well as the UNM-Gallup Campus; public safety 
and local government issues with the Gallup City Council and the McKinley County Commission; and 
law enforcement and prosecutorial issues in McKinley County with the District Attorney and New 
Mexico State Police representatives.  Reports and interviews on public safety issues are conducted with 
representatives of the Gallup Police and Fire Departments as well as the Sheriff's and New Mexico State 
Police as they pertain to breaking news.

     Weather is a major factor in the Gallup area, as are road conditions.  All Millennium Media stations 
broadcast weather reports twice per hour, every hour of the day, and road conditions are either reported as 
well or listeners are referred to the State of Arizona and New Mexico Department of Transportation 
information services.

     Interviews with U.S. Senators, Members of Congress, and the Navajo Nation and Zuni Leadership are  
featured from time to time, on Millennium Media's public affairs programming.

     KYVA, KYVA FM, KYAT FM and KXXI FM broadcast "The Chamber Minute" hosted by the 
President of the Chamber of Commerce of Gallup-McKinley County.  This one-minute public affairs 
program is broadcast multiple times every day on each station.  It gives news of legislation the Chamber 
is supporting, viewpoints on local issues, matters of importance to local business, and information on 
what is taking place in Gallup-McKinley County and its business community, in addition to including 
information regarding Gallup MainStreet and its position in revitalizing Downtown, Gallup.  

    Millennium Media also airs an ongoing campaign on 'Safety', covering all aspects of the topic.  The 
daily aired messages, called "The Millennium Media Safety Minute" on KYVA FM, KXXI FM, KYAT 
FM and KYVA AM features Jon Pairett, Gallup Fire Department Fire Mashall.  This one-minute public 
affairs program is broadcast multiple times every day on each station.  It covers safety at home and how 
to deal with fire, fire alarms, smoke alarms, preventative maintenance around the home and office, 
firework safety during special times of the year, dealing with propane and how it could affect outdoor 
grilling, fireplace safety during cold months, awareness of going on the roof to do repair work during nice 
months of the year and taking safety precautions with a ladder, fire safety in general, how to deal with 
emergencies and so on,...subtle and basic information making area people aware of 'Safety First', at all 
times for Family, home, work and while driving.

    Millennium Media also has an ongoing campaign pertaining to the Octavia Fellin Public Library, "The 
Millennium Media Library Minute".  The Library is utilitzed by 30,000 citizens from Gallup and our 
Area.  Technology plays a major part of the Library reaching out, to deal with the Covid-19 issues, while 
still providing local citizens Library services.  These messages share vital information with local citizens 



pertaining to all aspects of the Library.  The one-minute public affairs program is broadcast multiple 
times every day on each station, providing messages to all citizens, all ages and, all cultures.  Constant 
information is provided to our stations by the Library in getting information out to the listening audience.

   In the 2nd Quarter of 2021, Millennium Media initiated a new campaign, pertaining to the McKinley 
County Extension Office,....with the "County Extension Minute", with Ann Landers, McKinley County 
Extension Agent.  Ms. Lander's segment focuses on farming, ranching, livestock, New Mexico State 
University Tribal Extension Programs, 4-H Programs, home economics, master gardening and more.  The 
one-minute public affairs program is broadcast multiple times every day on each station, providing 
general information, upcoming events and more.         

     For Sixty One Years, KYVA AM has broadcast church services every Sunday morning from First 
Baptist Church.  The regular program has been a half hour in length, and  expanded to one-hour on 
October, 2020, going forward.

     KYVA AM broadcasts once a month a half hour program entitled "Money and You" hosted by 
Sammy C. Chioda and Tommy Haws, Officer of Pinnacle Bank in Gallup.  This program gives 
information on lending, economic issues, consumer issues, and financial planning amongst other topics.

     This quarter, we identified the following as community issues and topics:

COVID-19 and HEALTH 

FAMILY and YOUTH 

GOVERNMENT

ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENT and CONSUMERISM

EDUCATION

SUBSTANCE ABUSE 

ONGOING HIGHWAY SAFETY and CONSTRUCTION 

04/04/21

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - FAMILY and YOUTH, and COVID-19 - Kathy Landers, McKinley County 
Extension Agent through New Mexico State University (NMSU), discussed the mission of her office, 
challenges through the Covid Pandemic, programs offered including 4-H, the NMSU Tribal Extension, 
Farm & Ranch, New Mexico Indian Livestock Days, Home Economics, Master Gardening, website 
information, office hours, contact details and more.  She further invited listeners to call her office to help 
coordinate Covid-19 Shot scheduling for their families. 

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes) -

HEALTH and COVID-19 - Dr. Eduardo Sanchez, Chief Medical Officer for American Heart Association, 
provided an update on Covid vaccinations, but expressed dismay regarding totals in the Hispanic 
community.  He also talked about the need for better communication to minority communities.



COVID-19 - Tim Koegel, Author of "The Exceptional Presenter Goes Virtual", gave tips on how to do 
virtual presentations.  He talked about the importance of keeping Zoom programs shorter than most 
meetings.

ECONOMICS and ENVIRONMENT - Gerald Celente, Publisher of Trends Journal, discussed new 
trends including green hydrogen.  He also commented on data mining.

04/11/21

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - COVID-19 and GOVERNMENT - (Repeat Program, by Request, originally 
aired on May 17, 2020).  Retired United States Brigadier General Robert S. Spalding, predicted our 
current problems with China.  Spalding is a senior fellow at Hudson Institute, focusing on U.S.-China 
relations, economic and national security, and the Asia-Pacific military balance.  He discussed how China 
Figured in on the whole mystery of the Covid-19 Pandemic, and how it continues to affect America's 
economy, military, diplomacy, technology, education, and infrastructure.    

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes) -

ENVIRONMENT - Kevin Gillespie, Chef and Finalist on Top Chef, defined foods that are climate-
friendly.  He also commented on food waste in the country.

CONSUMERISM - Martin Avila, CEO of Rightforge.com, talked about the need for more internet host 
sites.  He also spoke on the importance of free speech.

HEALTH and ENVIRONMENT - Gene Stone, Vegan and Author, shared a variety of reasons why 
Veganism is important.  He also expanded on environmental issues having to do with food.

04/18/21

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - SUBSTANCE ABUSE - Maura Shanefelt, DWI Program Manager, and Ray 
Calderon, Planning Council Chair, both from the McKinley County DWI Program, shared a program and 
process overview, discussing all of the components involved with the program, how the program is 
approaching the legalizing of cannabis, funding and more.  April is Alcohol Awareness Month and they 
both covered awareness topics pertaining to the month, in addition to reviewing awareness themes set 
forth monthly throughout 2021.  They discussed May be a strong month for awareness due to graduations, 
Cinco de Mayo, Mother's Day, Memorial Day and other special events in our community.   

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes) -

HEALTH and CONSUMERISM - Bret Jorgensen, CEO and Investor in MDVIP, commented on 
healthcare procedures that he feels will become permanent because of the pandemic.  He also talked about 
the need for more primary care doctors.

ECONOMICS - Ed Hess, Professor of Business, Darden School of Business, defined new parameters for 
managers, and shared information about the need for better teaching techniques in school.



 FAMILY - Jennifer Wexler, Dating Coach/Relationship Expert, detailed techniques for those seeking 
relationships during the pandemic.  She also discussed people over 40 who are looking for mates.  

04/25/21

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - COVID-19, GOVERNMENT, and ECONOMICS and CONSUMERISM - 
David Morgan, Chief Editor of the Morgan Report and author, discussed the economics of the Covid-19 
Pandemic year,..funding for PPP, Stimulus and Recovery Act,..what the future holds for inflation, 
concerns over life savings with the potential of a first major tax hike in almost 30 years, what it means to 
the average family, increased in corporate and estate taxes, the value of the dollar, precious metals, and 
overall, where we are and where we are headed.   

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes) -

HEALTH and CONSUMERISM - Darryl Means, Regional Manager for Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services, reviewed the new rules regarding national healthcare in the country.  He also 
explained the limited time people have to sign up.

ECONOMICS - Diana Hendel, Author and Lecturer, commented on how companies can become 
traumatized because of pandemic challenges.  She also talked about new generation leaders.

GOVERNMENT - Dean Michael, Founder and CEO of Help MD, Inc., shared tips on how people can 
deal with IRS letters.  He also recommended that everyone keep in touch with the IRS and not to ignore 
their communication. 

5/02/21

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - FAMILY, HEALTH and COVID-19 - Alice Perez, Executive Director of the 
Jim Harland Community Pantry recapped how the Community Pantry dealt with the demand for food 
during the Pandemic in 2020 and the adjustments that had to be made to compensate for the doubling of 
numbers of people relying on the Pantry for food, primarily caused by the number of people out of work 
and children staying at home from school.  She discussed funding ups and downs she faced then, but what 
is happening now with contributions drying up and the need for submitting grants to take us forward.  
Perez covered the free produce program which is open to everyone in McKinley County.  She provided 
background of the program and what people have to do to get a free box of fruits and vegetables every 
Wednesday, when needed.  She covered the reopening of the Hope Garden, on premise....an health based 
initiative which provides families with a garden box and growing area for vegetables.  Families in need 
would maintain the box which would yield a season of fresh produce.  The Pantry would provide water to 
the families.  She invited local donors to sponsor a garden box which is designed to help teach families 
about eating nutritiously, a program started with local physicians to help curb issues with area diabetes 
and other health disorders.  In addition, Perez provided information on the Pantry's Mother's Day Fresh 
Baked Cinnamon Roll Event, where proceeds go back to the Pantry and used to replenish food inventory 
to those in need.    She also covered volunteering and donating to the cause. 

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes) -



ENVIRONMENT and ECONOMICS - Jon Biemer, Environmental Author, discussed ways individuals 
can help the environment.  He also touted electric cars as the main transportation vehicle of the future.

HEALTH and EDUCATION - Dr. Elana Clar, Board Certified Neurologist for Movement Disorders, 
talked about symptoms of Parkinson disease and commented on why it is necessary to get early diagnosis.  
She also shared information about new treatments.

FAMILY and YOUTH - David Mizejewski, Naturalist with National Wildlife Federation, provided tips 
for parents on how they can get their family more active in outdoor activities

5/09/21 

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - COVID-19 and GOVERNMENT - Bill Lee, Executive Director of the Gallup 
McKinley County Chamber of Commerce discussed the State of the Gallup Chamber at this 
moment,....the State of the Pandemic, where expectations have been met or exceeded, and what lingering 
reserved thoughts may be,....short term improvements,...and, long term to full recovery,...in addition to 
providing a legislative recap, the uniqueness of the session, and what new State Laws may mean to all of 
us.

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes) - 

GOVERNMENT - George Liebman, Baltimore Attorney and Author, commented on the last four 
Presidential administrations., and talked about why they were not as successful as they could have been.

HEALTH and EDUCATION - Alicia Stillman, Director of Emily Stillman Foundation, talked about her 
daughter who died of meningitis.  She also emphasized the need for more information about the disease.
YOUTH and SUBSTANCE ABUSE - Kevin Pedersen, Family Addition Expert, discussed the growing 
problem of addictions that affect the family.  He also talked about growth of youth addictions.

5/16/21 

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - ONGOING HIGHWAY SAFETY and CONSTRUCTION - Delane Baros, 
Public Information Officer with the New Mexico Department of Transportation, District Six (NMDOT), 
discussed the Zipper Merge Concept and the Safety aspects of it, road construction projects on Interstate 
40 and North Highway 491.  She provided detail of all projects underway and those pending.  Baros 
discussed the process every proposed road project follows, and the difficult nature of staggering projects 
that continually cause travel delays, everyday for local commuters, and what it could mean.

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes) -

CONSUMERISM and HEALTH - David Broyles, Director of Special Activities & Intelligence Team, 
CAN Corporation, described new development in Biotech, especially in the health area.  He also talked 
about how the public will perceive new ideas.

ENVIRONMENT - Bill Pekny, Climate Change Researcher, discussed his book dealing with practical 
cures for climate change.  He also shared information about government overreach in some areas.



SUBSTANCE ABUSE - Jack Bernstein, CEO of CRI-Help, gave a history of the substance clinic 
celebrating their 50th Anniversary.  He also described their extensive counseling programs.

5/23/21

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - YOUTH and COVID-19 - Kathy Polich from the Gallup Youth Soccer League 
and Mike Troncoso from the Tony Dorsett, Touch Down Football League,...both discussed registration as 
the leagues are opening back up for the Fall of 2021, with registration currently underway.  Both covered 
the upcoming season plans, player participation, how to go about becoming a coach, referee, board 
member, or volunteer.  Also discussed was the detail of Safe Practice and Playing Procedures and orders 
from the Governor's Office, along with  CDC Guidelines to be followed to maintain a safe environment 
for our youth in dealing with ongoing pandemic safety precautions, posted on the respective websites for 
both leagues.

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes) - 

CONSUMERISM - Colleen Tressler, FTV Covid Scan Expert, detailed some of the Covid scams 
circulating around the country.  She also discussed ways consumers can avoid problems.

EDUCATION and YOUTH - Dr. Michele Borba, Education Author, provided some tips for parents on 
how their kids can be better prepared for school re-openings.  She also discussed why some students do 
better than others.

FAMILY and YOUTH - Eileen Ogintz, Author of "The Kids Guide to Camping", discussed how families 
can have the most fun during summer camping trips.  She also shared background about urban 
adventures. 

5/30/21

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - FAMILY and, ONGOING HIGH SAFETY and CONSTRUCTION - The first 
15-minute segment featured Darryl Means, Regional Administrator with  Centers for Medicare & 
Medicaid Services, discussed the American Rescue Plan and how it has expanded access to health 
insurance coverage, lowering costs to ensure nearly everyone who buys their individual or family 
insurance through a Marketplace, can receive a tax credit to reduce their premiums.   He also shared 
information about the Open Enrollment Period ending on Tuesday, May 31, 2021, with final decisions 
made by the end of August, 2021.  The second 15-minute segment featured Delane Baros, Public 
Information Officer with the New Mexico Department of Transportation, District Six who provided an 
update on I-40 and 491 Projects, plus other initiatives of the New Mexico Department of Transportation 
(NMDOT) including the Click It or Ticket Campaign for driver's safety, in addition to other information.         

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes) -

ECONOMICS - Ray Perkins, Inventor and Researcher, detailed what is wrong with the invention process 
in the United States.  He also listed ideas on how to fix the problem.



ECONOMICS - Brandolyn Barnett, Founder of Democratize Ventures, commented on why it is so hard 
to minorities to gain seats on Boards of Directors.  He also expressed the need for better communication 
between all communities.

EDUCATION, COVID-19 and HEALTH - David Rabadi, Spokesperson for Mental Health Month, talked 
about the need for better mental health programs in the country.  He also discussed the mental effects of 
COVDI on the public   

6/06/21

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - COVID-19 and GOVERNMENT - Alfred Abeita, City Clerk, City of Gallup 
provided an updated overview of his department within City Government Structure.  The discussion 
included challenges and efficiencies created during the  Covid-19 Pandemic, and the many adjustments 
the City has made to public accessibility and the dissemination of information important to the local 
citizens.  He shared public meeting protocols and public information of what the community should know 
about getting engaged with City Council Meetings and how accessible they have become through  the use 
of social media.  Abeita talked about the process of the application for city licenses and permits,....taxes 
and fees,....and covered details about public access to City Public Records and similar information.  He 
talked about how the process works for City Elections, what the upcoming release of census information 
means to redistricting of our community's council districts.  Abeita concluded with information about 
Hillcrest Cemetery and the maintenance of  its records, how the sale of burial lots are administered 
through his office along with additional information pertaining to burial arrangements and the collection 
of fees associated with it.         

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes) -

HEALTH - Lee Tomlinson, Compassionate Care Advocate, commented on burnout that is occurring with 
healthcare experts.  He detailed ways the public can help to stop the growing problem.

COVID-19 and ENVIRONMENT - Dr. Ken Thorpe, Director of Heath Policy and Management, Emory 
University, discussed indoor air quality and ways the public can reduce pollution.  He also commented on 
new machines that can drastically stop viruses in the home.

HEALTH - Kate Eckman, Broadcast Journalist and entrepreneur, talked about her book, "The Full Spirit 
Workout".  She also stressed how important personal fitness is.  

6/13/21

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - COVID-19 and HEALTH - Dr. Val Wangler, Chief Medical Officer of 
Rehoboth McKinley Christian Hospital provides an update on the pandemic.  With Covid-19  altering the 
world, our country and our area throughout 2020,....we have evolved into a period of vaccination and 
reduced restrictions, although sensibility still reigns as we continue to work through it.  Dr. Wangler 
provided an update on how the vaccination process is going, expansion of who may get a vaccine, 
explaining the resurgence of the Covid-19 presence through variants which have been identified, how the 



hospital and medical community is approaching Covid as we enter the Summer of 2021 going 
forward,...and, more. 
 

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes) -

HEALTH and EDUCATION - Lisa Ebert, ICU Nurse, Stroke Coordinator, commented on high stroke 
stats and how people can better manage heart attacks and strokes.  She also talked Atrial Fibrillation.

ENVIRONMENT - Jonathan Porter, Senior Vice President of Forecast Operations and Chief 
Meteorologist at AccuWeather, provided predictions on weather patterns for the year, and also talked 
about a big hurricane season for the east.

HEALTH and FAMILY - Dr. Robin Lee, Epidemiologist, gave tips on how seniors can avoid injuries that 
can severely sideline them.  She also advocated for more safe driving. 

6/20/21

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - COVID-19, HEALTH and SUBSTANCE ABUSE - Dr. Jennie Wei and Dr. 
Mia Lozada, Internal Medicine Physicians at Gallup Indian Medical Center discussed the Covid Hotel 
Isolation Program, an important element of dealing with
the Pandemic in Gallup, McKinley County and our Reservation Areas.  Both doctors discussed the 
Program, the collaborative effort leading to its success, how many people were served, what was learned 
from the Program, follow-ups with those who were a part of the program, looking ahead to the future with 
increased vaccinations and more.  

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes) -

HEALTH and FAMILY - Shawn Bloom, CEO of Pace Program, detailed how the program helps seniors 
stay in their homes, instead of going to nursing homes.  He also talked about the need for better education 
about the program.

ENVIRONMENT - Dr. Steve Mintz, Ethics Professor, commented on the cancel culture movement that is 
growing around the country.  He also discussed the erosion of free speech.

HEALTH and EDUCATION - Dr. Gustavo Flores, Director and Chief Instructor of Emergency Critical 
Care Treatment Committee, described the merits of CPR in saving lives.  He also talked about how the 
public can find out more information on training classes.

6/27/21

IMPACT - (30-minutes) - GOVERNMENT - Jesus "Chewy" Morales, Gallup Fire Chief,.... Jon Pairett, 
Gallup Fire Marshall,....Arleta Pablo and Andrew Laweeke, Gallup Fire Inspectors, discussed the 
upcoming Fourth of July Holiday and Celebration with Fireworks.  They shared concerns due to drought 



and what local and country government officials have arrived at, by proclamation, regarding safe use of 
fireworks and all necessary information pertaining to Holiday Celebration Safety.    

ISSUES TODAY - (30-minutes)

HEALTH, ECONOMICS, CONSUMSERISM and FAMILY - Mike Anderson, CEO of Pharmacy and 
Part D for United Healthcare, provided tips on how people can pick the best prescription for their needs.  
He also commented on rising costs for certain drugs.

COVID-19 and ECONOMICS - Tori Dunlap, Money and Career Expert, talked about rising student debt 
and ways the public can better cope with it.  She also commented on how the pandemic has affected the 
situation.

EDCUATION and YOUTH - Holly DeLeon, Educator and Speech Language Pathologist, discussed 
learning red flags for very young students, and also talked about what students will face when they get 
back to school in the Fall.

ADDITIONAL PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMMING ON 
KYAT FM, NAVAJO COUNTRY

1.  Community Awareness
2.  Health
3.  Environment

COMMUNITY AWARENESS:

TOPIC:  Becenti Chapter Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) Distribution
PROGRAM:  The Becenti Chapter is doing a curbside distibution for PPE.  It is very important to keep 
wearing a clean mask and practice the CDC guidelines to keep safe.  So many people think because they 
have been vaccinated that you don't have to wear a mask anymore.  They are doing this to keep the 
awareness in the community that it is still very crucial to wear the mask and use hand sanitizer to stay 
safe.  They will be doing the curbside distribution on Wednesday April 7th and Thursday April 8th.  They 
encourage everyone to come and get new masks and hand sanitizer.  
GUEST: Bernadine Tso 
LENGTH: 10 min
AIRED: April 7, 2021  9:15AM 

TOPIC:  Office of Dine Youth Ft. Defiance Agency Online Arts and Crafts Day
PROGRAM:   The Office of Dine Youth has decided to do a  Zoom Online Kids Arts and Crafts class  that 
will teach kids some fun arts and crafts to use at home.  They will be teaching kids how to make kites.  
The class will be an hour long and  parents will want to be on hand  to help if needed, especially with the 
younger ages.   A responsible adult should always be nearby to supervise and provide assistance if 



needed.
GUEST:  Marissa Morgan
LENGTH:  12 min
AIRED:  May 13, 2021  9:15AM 

TOPIC:  First Responder Trail Ride
PROGRAM:   The Francisco family has decided to do a trail ride to help fundraise for the first responders 
for everything that they do for the Tohatchi community.  They have gone above and beyond the call on 
everything that they have endured during the 2020 year.  They have Honor, Courage and Sacrifice.  Free 
T-shirts and lunch will be provided.  The trail ride will take place on June 13th at 1pm.  They will start at 
the Tohatchi High School mile marker 24 and ride for 2.5 miles and end at the Tohlakai Speedway store. 
All proceeds will go to the First Responders of Tohatchi.   
GUEST: Thomas Francisco
LENGTH: 15 min
AIRED: June 8, 2021  10AM 

TOPIC:  Strengthening Nations Summers Eve Carnival
PROGRAM:  Strengthening Nations is a non profit organization.  They have decided to do a fundraiser to 
provide relief to victims of domestic violence situations and supply aid to those who truly need it.  They 
are doing a Summers Eve Carnival which will include live music, food trucks, games (with prizes to win) 
and community booths.  Everything will take place on July 3, 2021 from 3pm-7pm at the Rehoboth 
Christian School.  This will be much needed fun for the whole family.  
GUEST:  Pat Nelson and Chris Vasquez
LENGTH:  15 min
AIRED:  June 29, 2021  9:45AM

TOPIC:   28th Annual Wild Thing Championship Bullriding
PROGRAM:  The 28th Annual Championship Bullriding  is coming up July 9-10 2021 at Red Rock Park.  
This is a great event for the entire family.  With everything that happened in 2020 it's time to bring Wild 
Thing back with a bang!  All parking proceeds will go to the Manuelito Children's home to help local 
children in the area. Gallup Christian School will also get the concession proceeds to help with there 
many programs in the school.  Come out and enjoy some of the baddest bullriding in the Southwest.  
GUEST:  Larry Peterson  
LENGTH: 10 min
AIRED: June 29, 2021  11:30AM

HEALTH:

TOPIC: Right Path Treatment Centers  
PROGRAM:  They approach recovery from a standpoint that addiction is in fact, a disease. They have 
found that coupling medication with psychotherapy and support, creates a solid foundation for those 
that suffer from addiction can build a longer lasting recovery. The Mission at Right Path Treatment 
Centers is to create a place where those affected by addiction can receive compassionate care that is 



affordable and convenient. They help those affected by substance abuse and help Recover Their Future!
GUEST:  Craselle Johnson  
LENGTH: 15 min
AIRED: May 20, 2021  9:30AM

TOPIC:  Office of Dine Youth Ft. Defiance Agency Online Kids Kitchen
PROGRAM:   The Office of Dine Youth has decided to do a  Zoom Online Kids Kitchen class  that will 
teach kids how to cook healthy and easy meals while at home for the summer.  The class will be an hour 
long and while the online cooking classes are designed for kids,  parents will want to be on hand to help 
if needed, especially with the younger ages.   A responsible adult should always be nearby to supervise 
and provide assistance if needed.
GUEST:  Margilena Luna
LENGTH:  14 min
AIRED:  June 10, 2021  9:45AM

ENVIRONMENT: 

TOPIC:  Churchrock Chapter Earth Day Clean up 
PROGRAM:  Beginning  April 19th-30th there will be a free trash bin disposal at Churchrock Chapter.  
This will only be for the Churchrock community.  They will only be accepting household trash, this 
excludes outside trash such as tires and car parts.  This is a great way to pick up trash in the community 
and around your home.  Lets keep Churchrock beautiful and clean-up!  
GUEST: Jessica Jimenez
LENGTH: 10 min
AIRED: April 14, 2021  9:30AM 

TOPIC:  Fort Defiance Chapter Earth Day Clean-up  
PROGRAM: The Fort Defiance Chapter House will be hosting an Earth Day Clean-up for April 26th-30th 
from 9:00am to 2:00pm daily. The event is to clean up our community and it's their responsibility to care 
for Ke'yah!  They will be providing water, gatorade, trash bags, gloves and healthy snacks.  Please come 
out and support the Fort Defiance area and care for Ke'yah.   
GUEST: Grace Tracy
LENGTH: 10 min
AIRED: April 22, 2021  9:30AM 


